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00:12:59

Angelika Heurich:

Hi from Anaiwan lands - Uralla, NSW

00:13:26
Tumbarumba

Mark Simpson: Thanks, Eb. More than happy to join you again. Mark in

00:13:27

David Bell:

00:13:33

Robyn Thurston:

hello from Birchip in the Mallee
Greetings from Wiradjuri country, Wagga Wagga.

00:13:37
Robynne Burchell:
Good afternoon from the unceded lands of the Ngarigo
people. And congratulations to Ben and Sarah on the occasion of their marriage. May it be long and
happy
00:14:02

Marion Gevers: Hi from Awabakal and Worimi country in Newcastle NSW.

00:14:08

Elizabeth Attard:

Greetings from Melbourne.

00:14:12

Leonora RITTER:

Greetings from Wiradjuri country.

00:14:21

Les Winton:

00:14:52

Keith Johnson: Keith Johnson, Hi from Western Australia.

00:14:54

Julie Grint:

Hello from Melbourne/Wiradjuri country

00:14:54

Anne Heard:

Hi from Quandamooka country Qld

00:15:03

Claire Bettington:

00:15:08

Remy Shergill: Hi from Wurundjeri country

Hi everyone from sort-of sunny Sydney

Greetings from Gadigal land - Maroubra in Sydney

00:15:08
Angelika Heurich:
Medicare cuts have been happening and continue to… so
perhaps not simply a “scare campaign”
00:15:53
Jo Barkworth: Afternoon all from my forced-into-office location in
Brisbane/Meanjin (& guess who tried to join yesterday?!)
00:16:22

Julie Grint:

Royal stuff up by Morrison and his Morons

00:16:30
Alistair McCulloch:
In Adelaide and hoping someone can provide me with a
reason or two to cheer up after one of the most miserable first week of a campaign I think I can
remember (and I've seen a few!)
00:16:30
Leonora RITTER:
Agree with Angela. Dismissing Medicare cuts as scare
campaign denies the reality of what this Government has been surreptitiously cutting over the last 3
years
00:18:15
Julie Grint:
You cannot ignore your "Pacific family", cut aid to them and laugh at
them drowning as sea levels rise and expect them to say thank you more please Sir.
00:18:16

Claire Bettington:

All I can do is LAUGH!

00:18:50
Brendan Mahony:
campaign label.

The MSM consensus is to use false equivalence of “scare”

00:18:57

Maxine Cadzow:

Or CRY..

00:19:16

David Bell:

Yes we recall Dutton laughing about the pacific islands drowning
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00:19:32
Julie Grint:
elections now?

Submarine build has been promised to SA by the Libs at how many

00:19:43

Elizabeth robinson:

Sovereignty is important. It was important for Ukraine!

00:19:56

Colin Roberts: Cronulla would nearly be under water as well.

00:20:33
Debra Mewett: He didn't answer that one, because he got a two part question and
took the second
00:20:33

Colin Roberts: Pacific - Morrison in Hawaii again

00:20:35
Steve Blume: It's OK - the PM sent the Minister for the Pacific, who allowed the
Samoan situation to develop, Zed Seselja, to fix it! Surely that's sufficient.
00:20:58

Philip Marchionni:

00:21:04

Julie Grint:

labor at $1.70

The USA is sending a senior Dept of State Official

00:21:18
Colin Roberts: Considering the way wee treat their workers who come here it’s
understandable
00:21:40

Philip Marchionni:

coalition at$2.10. follow the money

00:21:42
management

Maxine Cadzow:

How badly we need tea experts in foreign policy

00:22:16

Robert Calvert: Seselja let this develop again Morrison and co: too little to late

00:22:46
Adrian Burn: Imagine what sections of the msm would say if thi s development
had happened under a Labor govt
00:24:53
Steve Blume: Betting markets participants are >70% male. Female vote for LNP in
2019 was lowest ever. Do we think women see improvements in the last 3 years? Women & those
under 40 will decide this election. Amd not in favour of the PM.
00:25:59
thousand!

Cate Cooper:

I'm just so impressed by the new voter registrations on Monday. 214

00:26:03

Sue Masters:

I am woman and I have seen any improvements in a decade.

00:26:18

Angelika Heurich:

00:26:55
on.

Tony Miller:

Lots of ammo for Labor/Green/City independents to get Morrison

00:27:07

Paul Riordan:

How does the undecided gender split compare w past elections

00:27:15
Cate Cooper:
tonight, and not on the ABC

Agree, Cate

But I'm disappointed that the leaders debate will be aired on Sky

00:27:51
Angelika Heurich:
Tonights leaders debate “allegedly” has undecided voters in
the audience… so let’s see what they add to this.
00:27:52

Alistair McCulloch:

@Cate. Totally agree.

00:28:29

Elizabeth Attard:

Cate same here!
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00:28:34
Mal Padgett: I’m gobsmacked that so many women are undecided on Albo?
Didn’t that Womens Weekly shoot go viral?? Maybe that onion a white shirt with the sleeves rolled
up should be the offical Labor poster?
00:28:40
higher.

Alan Coligado: Surprised that the percentage of females against Morrison isn't

00:28:58

Cate Cooper:

Me too Alan!

00:29:02
Yvette Skinner: Are the viewer on sky news more predominately male ? (Have
never watched sky so have no idea)
00:29:10

Les Winton:

I don't know how to get Sky on my TV, any clues welcome?

00:29:30

Yvette Skinner: Agree Alan

00:29:35
Jo Barkworth: The host claimed well researched undecided voters, and allegedly
questions not known by participants in advance....but yes, who wil watch it?.
00:29:36
Julie Grint:
Albo needs to have more women with him when making
announcements. Tanya Plibersek, Senator Wong, Kristina Keneally, Sen Katy Gallagher, Linda Burney
and others should be present at appropriate announcements & pressers.
00:29:44

HEATHER KJOLLER:

Sky = pay TV in metro Free to air in regions??

00:29:59

Cate Cooper:

Maybe that's the point. Air it on a right wing channel

00:30:07

Neil Herbert:

@Julie - agree!

00:30:21

Angelika Heurich:

00:30:34

Cate Cooper:

Agree Julie

00:30:47

Julie Grint:

Morrison has pissed of a lot of women with his bullying & misogyny

That’s correct, Heather… via Channel 10

00:30:48
Russell Johnstone:
So, no accident that most of the independents are
female.....Just stating the obvious, sorry.
00:31:01

Robert Calvert: agree Julie ......but would rather see Tanya as Labor Leader

00:31:06

Les Winton:

Oh dear, I don't have pay TV, I refuse to pay for poo.

00:31:10

Cate Cooper:

Sorry, not sorry Russell!

00:31:28
time!!!!

Bill O'Connell: Albo needs to have policy experts with him at pressers … every

00:31:59
Michael Cowan:I understand the debate tonight is a "town hall" with "undecided"
voters putting the questions to the leaders.
00:32:03
Cate Cooper: Are you surprised that Labor doesn't have a female leader when you
think about what happened to Julia Gillard
00:32:09

Sarah Julien:

sky will probably put it on utube

00:32:35

Alan Coligado: I wonder if indecision really means indifference/disengagement.

00:32:44

Angelika Heurich:

Yep, only 2 men standing for voices groups so far Russell
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00:32:51

Cate Cooper:

I'd put money on that Alan

00:34:01
Russell Johnstone:
I have a capable 23 yo daughter who once dreamed of a
working to improve the world in politics....could not be les interested now.
00:34:18

Russell Johnstone:

Less!

00:34:43

Cate Cooper:

It's really not an appealing career choice for most women

00:34:55

Neil Herbert:

Probably influenced by Covid back in Feb

00:35:03
Leonora RITTER:
Not getting over excited about rational reasons for voting.
Reasonably well educated friend going to vote Green because candidate smiles more than the
others!
00:36:09
Maureen Corbett:
we have to put up with a man.

Woman don’t see any change possible as whatever happens

00:36:31
Cate Cooper: Isn't it weird that people think the jobs wage growth /
unemployment and interest rates are controlled by the government?
00:36:55

Di Wykes:

Agree @Cate

00:37:07

Janet Hunt:

Is there a gender difference in relation to care economy data?

00:37:23
effect

Jo Barkworth: Wages are controled when comes to public service. Has a knock-on

00:37:27

Robert Calvert: Cate the myth is peddled shamelessly by the right

00:37:36

Sarah Julien:

influenced by - not directly controlled

00:37:40
Angelika Heurich:
decisions, Cate

Believe most of these are affected to some degree by policy

00:37:44

Jo Barkworth: Been strictly controllled for years under LNP

00:37:48

Cate Cooper:

if only we had better Civics education in schools

00:38:03
Brendan Mahony:
Not weird at all, the government definitely control interest
rates (RBA), high unemployment is a clear public policy aimed at keeping wage low
00:38:09
Kevin O'Dea: Libs have always been patronising towards our Pacific neighbours,
they cut the aid early on, they have dismissed their concerns re climate change. Solomons switch to
China is an inevitable outcome.
00:38:11

Robert Calvert: couldn't agree more

00:38:11

Jo Barkworth: VERY controlled in APS

00:38:14
Shirley Leitch: The jobseeker rate has a direct impact on wage rates for large
numbers of workers
00:38:20
Russell Johnstone:
Cate, how many of us understand how are Federation
works? Laura Tingle's Quarterly Essays should be compulsory reading....
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00:38:28
hindsight.

Michael Cowan:The economic management argument is also prosecuted in

00:38:29

Cate Cooper:

Which is lacking in the LNP Angelika

00:38:42
Leonora RITTER:
at least as important…

Agree Cate - we have chaplains in schools, civics education

00:38:56

Angelika Heurich:

True, Cate

00:38:59

Cate Cooper:

00:39:10

Jo Barkworth: esp as people STILL don'tkn

00:39:34

Jo Barkworth: don't know how preferential voting works

00:39:35

Brendan Mahony:

RBA is independent from Government Brendan

Interesting the different characterisations of Government

00:40:31
Cate Cooper:
cards should be illegal

Exactly Jo! We can decide our own preferences. I think How To Vote

00:41:23
connected

I like the how to vote cards as they help me know which parties are

Sarah Julien:

00:41:27
Paul Loring:
This video about How to use Preferential voting is well worth
watching and sharing widely https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bleyX4oMCgM
00:41:48

Robert Calvert: Labor cares....problem is the electorate cares less

00:41:51

Cate Cooper:

Thanks for the link!

00:41:55
Jo Barkworth: Although I know they make a difference and us being at the booths
makes a difference, I would rather there was no parties/candidates allowed at booths.
00:42:09
Leonora RITTER:
I actually wonder if campaigning should be illegal. What if an
election immediately followed the announcement and people voted on records rather than spin?
00:42:10
Steve Blume: RBA "independent" . . .
Look at those appointed. LNP in
power for 19 of last 25 years. The rate still being at .1% when the market is pricing in 3% by 2023 &
the long media silence from the Chair is telling.
00:42:14

Tony Miller:

Cate in Tassie State Elections they are

00:43:08
washing

Brendan Mahony:

RBA independence is on the Pontius Pilate scale of hand

00:43:34
Jo Barkworth: An opposition doesn't have a record, but maybe they should just
have to list in black and white their top 20 policies
00:43:43

Jo Barkworth: All parties

00:43:58
Eric Hunter:
Can Pete tell us how much impact will the early voting numbers,
expected to be the largest on record, might impact on the accuracy of current poll predictions?
00:44:05

Cate Cooper:

Agree with both your points Jo
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00:44:10

Neil Herbert:

Labor's policy platform can easily be googled

00:44:15

Bill O'Connell: But he has Murdoch and the Nine media helping him

00:44:28

Jane Nicholls:

00:44:33

Jo Barkworth: And Greens

00:44:39

Brendan Mahony:

00:44:51
campaigner.

Alan Coligado: Morrison's record should negate whatever strengths he has as a

00:45:21

Julie Grint:

The rolling combine harvester spouting messages is spot on.

Mass media advertising is too effective to allow to continue

Lets just list all of Morrison's FAILs!!

00:45:28
Leonora RITTER:
Good point, Jo, but an Opposition could be judged on
positions taken in debates and policy without spin?
00:45:34

Julie Grint:

Vaccine Fail

00:45:39

Neil Herbert:

https://www.alp.org.au/policies/

00:45:42

Julie Grint:

Quarantine Fail

00:45:46
Steve Blume: Why is Labor modelling & reacting to the Presidential chest-banging
campaign? As others have said Labor has a superior front bench, especially the women, the Labor
pitch should be as a team. Albo should take at least 2 dats a week off & have the female ministers,
but all eventually, carry all media.
00:45:57

Vince Taranto: Integrity fail

00:46:03

Julie Grint:

Universities & International Students Fail

00:46:09

Julie Grint:

Tourism Fail

00:46:18

Jo Barkworth: Sadly, ALP have mostly voted with the Government...

00:46:18

Cate Cooper:

00:46:21

Leonora RITTER:

00:46:22

Sarah Julien:

I would like to see lies considered false advertising and banned

00:46:25

Neil Herbert:

@Steve - agree that shadow ministry should be more used.

00:46:25

Cate Cooper:

Aged care Fail

00:46:33

Maureen Corbett:

Women Fail

00:46:33
Russell Johnstone:
everyone in liquid cow poo

Women outside Parliament House fail

Hospitals fail
Not a combine harvester, but more like a fire hose drowning

00:46:36

Vince Taranto: Progressive taxation fail

00:46:42

Julie Grint:

00:46:56

Jo Barkworth: Agree Russell

00:47:02

Cate Cooper:

Australians stranded OS fail. Still stranded btw

Solomon Islands and China Fail
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00:47:08
Claire Bettington:
How can anyone with such a rotten record of total
incompetence on almost everything still expect to be elected? It's staggering!!
00:47:17

Robert Calvert: Combine harvester....grim reaper!

00:47:36

Jo Barkworth: Floods fail

00:47:37
Lindsay FERGUSON:
bloody big FAIL
00:47:37

Morality, integrity, strategy, forward planning, courage -

Vince Taranto: Leppington Triangle fail

00:47:43
Vicki Hildebrand:
I’d love to see debates on different policy areas between
govt ministers and their counterparts in the shadow ministerial positions
00:47:51

Julie Grint:

Childcare Fail

00:47:52

Darryl Fallow: So many fails - the Coalition does not deserve to be governing.

00:47:55

NICOLA CARD: Climate action blocker, fossil fuel supporter and benefactor

00:48:00

Les Winton:

Total government fail!

00:48:01

Cate Cooper:

Nice Idea Vicki

00:48:05
staggering?

Leonora RITTER:

00:48:13

Julie Grint:

00:48:14

Vince Taranto: Climate fail

00:48:29

Cate Cooper:

00:48:41

Jo Barkworth: Definitely, Vince and Cate

Australian tolerance of incompetence is frighteningly

Defrauding the Commonwealth by Ministers

Truth Fail

00:48:41
Eric Hunter:
Claire. It's because we are a conservative, unimaginative country by
and large and afraid of change.
00:48:46

Julie Grint:

Fraud whitewashed by calling them "rorts".

00:49:05

Vince Taranto: Bushfire / flood fail

00:49:34
Marcus Adamson:
Well said, Steve B. Labor are not utilising their women well
enough, while Collins was excellent yesterday at the Press Club against Littleproud. Yes, where the
hell is Keneally and also too, Plibersek?
00:49:39

Julie Grint:

#Morrisonisa Failure

00:49:39

Keith Johnson: Whole of Government FAIL.

00:49:47

Alan Coligado: Aged care fail.

00:49:49

Julie Grint:

#LNPDisgrace

00:49:54

Julie Grint:

#LNPFailure

00:49:59
Russell Johnstone:
heading toward autocracy?

Democracy under pressure across the globe....are we also
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00:50:00

Darryl Fallow: Agree about the double pox on major parties!

00:50:50

Vince Taranto: Porter "blind trust" fail

00:50:59
Angelika Heurich:
I really can’t see Morrison being capable of negotiating with
cross benchers in a minority/hung parliament situation.
00:51:27

Neil Herbert:

*nods*

00:51:59
and Oakshot

Tony Simons:

Like Abbott and his big feet on the table "negotiating" with Windsor

00:52:15
Richard Tuffin: as always, Kathrine speaks the truth here about why the press are
mostly covering the major parties
00:52:52
Maureen Corbett:
Morrison is not a valid candidate as he takes his instructions
from a God who seems to have no objection to humanity becoming extinct!
00:52:53
Robert Calvert: Angelika....the Teal independents are largely disaffected
conservatives so it leaves that a real possibility
00:52:55
Marcus Adamson:
He has said he won't Angelika, but then he will of course (as
with Abbott) if it means him staying in government.
00:53:03

Jo Barkworth: BIG question. Where are we all going if Morrison gets in again??

00:53:23

Alan Coligado: NZ.

00:53:31
Darryl Fallow: @Angelika - Morrison is said “No deals” - but I agree, I can’t see him
negotiating in a hung parliament. His approach is largely my way or the highway.
00:53:34
Bill Ronald:
How does 2PP line up with “winning seats”. Surely with the Teal
candidates the total seats not 2PP will be the determinator?
00:53:48
Angelika Heurich:
Possibly, Robert, but only if Morrison was willing to accede
to the calls for climate policy, integrity etc etc
00:53:58

Robert Calvert: Alan just get Adhern to move here

00:54:00
Tony Miller:
To T. Simmons. I loved it when Oakshot made the Media wait as he
had agreed with Windsor that he should make the announcement.
00:54:01
Bill & Mary Bush:
Peter Martin in todays' CT reports Melbourne Uni Research
that the rate of inflation and rate of unemployment are the two eConomic variables that have
predicted federal election results since 1901 and thus predict a Coalition victory. What is your take?
00:54:01

Russell Johnstone:

Ouch Maureen!

00:54:47
Vicki Hildebrand:
He just can’t get in again…I have more faith in the electorate
than that. Instead of listing fails we should list successes…I’ll start…ummmm….
00:54:57
Maureen Corbett:
If the media gave more time to the independents and minor
parties the electorate would start to understand the preferential system and the importance and
effectiveness of small party/independent presence in Gov.
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00:54:59
Leonora RITTER:
No Labor candidate nominated yet in Calare, but an
impressive independent in Cate Hook. I think Independent positions on climate and integrity mark
them as significantly out of step with current LNP.
00:55:06

Isabel Prone:

agree Maureen

00:55:41

Maureen Corbett:

00:55:49

Jo Barkworth: Thanks, Kathryn

00:55:58

Elizabeth robinson:

00:56:11

Cate Cooper:

00:56:28

Elizabeth robinson:

00:56:37
resonating.

John Linn:

00:56:45
policy more.

Darryl Fallow: Impressed with Adam Bandt at the Press Club - we need to discuss

00:57:06

Maureen Corbett:

00:57:14

Cate Cooper:

00:57:28

Jo Barkworth: Absolutely. Journos asking non-questions should be banend

00:57:32

Jo Barkworth: banned

00:57:49

John Linn:

Grass roots campaigning seems to impress people in my experience.

00:58:08

Cate Cooper:

And the greens should be in the leaders debate

00:58:09

Angelika Heurich:

Sorry. I was serious. I apologise!

Totally agree with the Greens

I'm a Greenie
Me too!

Doorknocking for Greens. Dental and Mental Health really

Jackie is not a candidate

That's great to hear John

It’s very powerful, John

00:58:26
jennifer manson:
It would be a great pity of Xenophon's return means the loss
of Rex Patrick, as he's spoken up about some really important national issues.
00:58:26
Steve Blume: The Independents could not do a deal with LNP. But as happened in
2010-2013 they need not form any coalition with Labor. They need only to guarantee supply
(Budget) and then insist on their top five issues climate change , integrity etc at the top. They each
have a permanent conscience vote on all other matters. In effect they could make Labor do what
Labor supporters want them to do! They are far removed from Nationals/ QldLNP.
00:58:43

John Linn:

agree Jennifer

00:58:48
Alistair McCulloch:
I think Senator Rex is much better than was Xenophon
(although I had a lot of time for Nick) and fear he will lose because of the latter's entry to the scene.
00:59:02

Russell Johnstone:

Agree Alistair

00:59:10

Jo Barkworth: If we don't fix climate change, nothing else matters!

00:59:13
Stephen Pritchard:
The combination of Greens with some Teals in the new
parliament (hopefully) could be a new 'force for good' in taking action to address climate change.
00:59:23

Cate Cooper:

That's the truth Jo
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00:59:24
Marcus Adamson:
To quote Keating, "God help us" if PHON get the balance of
power in the "unrepresentative swill" house!
00:59:24

Isabel Prone:

agreed Jo

00:59:25

Darryl Fallow: Steve Blume - Agree with your sentiments absolutely!!

00:59:42
Steve Blume: Greens sit at around 10% nationally after 30 years. Hit 16% in 2007
high point. They should focus on Senate seats.
00:59:44

Elizabeth robinson:

Agree Jo.

00:59:45

Russell Johnstone:

Green vote with young voters may make a huge difference?

00:59:47

Robert Calvert: RexPatrick has been a voice of reason and ethics

01:00:17

Jo Barkworth: Xenophon has had his day

01:00:19

Cate Cooper:

rex Patrick is definitely #1 on FoI requests

01:00:36

Anne Heard:

Queries came from Alan "nuclear" Finkel about Labor's costs......

01:00:53
returned.

Darryl Fallow: Rex Patrick is good value - I can’t vote for him, but I hope he is

01:01:04
Kenneth Duffield:
The Greens might be nice people but they're terrible
politicians. Our Climate change position is down to their righteousness.
01:01:17
Steve Blume: Note that an unchanged Labor could easily see independents run
successfully in its seats too in a future election.
01:01:23
Robert Calvert: power prices are already surging due to manipulation by the coal
powered stations, plus their unreliability
01:01:42

Darryl Fallow: YES to anyone who will do anything on vehicle emission standards!!

01:02:00

Russell Johnstone:

01:02:02

Jo Barkworth: and gas prices hardly delivering lower prices as promised.....

01:02:03

Anne Heard:

And yet, there remains the cost of doing nothing.

01:02:31

Cate Cooper:

The biggest cost of all Anne

"all models are wrong....some are useful"

01:02:34
Steve Blume: https://theconversation.com/australians-could-have-saved-over-1billion-in-fuel-if-car-emissions-standards-were-introduced-3-years-ago-117190
01:02:37
Darryl Fallow: @Robert Calvert - Electricity prices also rising due to use of gas and
rising gas prices on world markets
01:02:49

Robert Calvert: Anne ...yes greater than anything

01:03:07
ACT

Pamela Collett: Greens are doing very well as administrators and politicians in the

01:03:42
manipulated

Robert Calvert: Darryl yes more gas because coal is both failing and also
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01:03:54
Marion Jacka: So terrible it is not an issues election-next few years are so crucial
especially in relation to climate change.
01:03:55

Cate Cooper:

If only Labor would end it's support for Fossil Feuls

01:03:57
medicare/

Steve Blume:

https://johnmenadue.com/privatisation-and-the-hollowing-out-of-

01:04:02

Cate Cooper:

*fuels

01:04:17

Russell Johnstone:

01:04:26

John Linn:

mobilise peeps every conversation counts

01:04:33

Anne Heard:

* fools, Cate.

Exactly how I feel Peter....

01:04:33
jennifer manson:
Sorry PC. Disagree completely, as they appear to be
controlled by the right wing Labor chief minister
01:04:47
& depressed.

Claire Bettington:

It's a real rollercoaster - my emotions are alternately elated

01:04:55
Robert Delves: Greens carbon package agreement with Gillard was brilliant involved compromises but all parties worked well to create a sensible bill
01:04:56

Pauline Brown: I hope you're advising Labor Peter!

01:05:05
Pamela Collett: Check out their record. Lots of info about what they are achieving
even when there is disagreement with Labor
01:06:12
Paul Loring:
If you want friends and others to think about how to vote, get them
to watch this video, it is very funny and demonstrates how humour can often inform
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bleyX4oMCgM
01:06:16
Alan Coligado: It seems unfair that all that has happened (or not) over the past 3
years at least gets thrown out the narrow window of an election campaign.
01:06:38

Eric Hunter:

The old line is "How much wood does a woodchuck chuck"

01:06:55

Russell Johnstone:

01:07:19
Warringah?

Cate Cooper:

Is the Trans in sports issue one that is from a US playbook?

Targeting your suburban Netball players in seats other than

01:07:21
Stephen Pritchard:
fossil fools (oops! - fuels).

Cate Cooper - you are so right about Labor's support for

01:07:24
Anne Heard: Leave these folks alone! Tiny numbers and entitled to privacy. I was
knocked over by many very large females on the netball court...
01:07:30

Pamela Collett: Greens are the ethical alternative to get money out of politics

01:07:49

Elizabeth robinson:

01:07:49

Cate Cooper:

Agree Pamela

For sure Pamela
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01:07:50
Russell Johnstone:
gender...including same sex marriage

Thought to be a way of wedging the entire debate about

01:07:57

Steve Blume:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Junior_Woodchucks

01:08:07
night.

Michael Cowan:The SBS "Insight": program had transwomen sports as the issue last

01:08:11

Shaz Gerchow: Trans people, please. Not just "trans"

01:08:12

Claire Bettington:

He really is a POS.

01:08:41
Leonora RITTER:
Good response from Zali that sports all have their own
governing bodies and this isn’t really a Federal Government issue.
01:08:48

Russell Johnstone:

Apologies Shaz

01:08:58

Anne Heard:

Of course he backs off, KM. It's only about votes.

01:09:00

Cate Cooper:

Yes, Leonora

01:09:21
Graeme Tychsen:
Threshold is that federal ALP needs someone like the new
SA Premier. There are many Australians for whom the 21 result will not matter. See Richard Denniss.
01:09:52
Jake Wishart:
not just "trans" thanks.

Yes Shaz "trans people" or "trans people's rights" would be good,

01:09:56

Malinukas is/was pre fossil fuels

Cate Cooper:

01:10:04
Claire Bettington:
Oh come on, she's a Pentecostal, like him: he's planning a
theocracy. Haven't you heard of the US "Seven Mountains Mandate"?
01:10:36

John Linn:

Claire Chandler and Deves the acceptable faces of bigotry

01:11:08
Graeme Tychsen:
Australia is wall to wall sadness - see the snuffed out
beacons that lived shortly in the 1960s.
01:11:09

Steve Blume:

He has a majority of 1. Must hold ALL seats & win 2 to govern!

01:11:26

Robert Calvert: The George Landis line ....entitled to be bigoted

01:11:30

Graeme Tychsen:

01:11:40

Anne Heard:

Steve he will do it based on what many Australians are like.

Liberal Party NSW Director still lives inside that PM body.

01:12:14
Angelika Heurich:
Morrison definitely appears to be walking away from the
moderates and now the Christian Lobby is attacking those who crossed the floor on the religious
“freedom” bill
01:12:31
Graeme Tychsen:
Yes Anne it is all about personal responsibility see the
findings of the royal commission on disability for mainstream.
01:12:46

Russell Johnstone:

01:12:52

Cate Cooper:

01:12:52
froth.

Leonora RITTER:

And the mental health fall out....

Clap clap clap clap
Thank you all for a discussion full of substance rather than
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01:12:57

Graeme Tychsen:

trans people community not trans.

01:12:57

Elizabeth Attard:

Many thanks again for this stimulating discussion

01:13:00

Marion Jacka: Hear hear on trans rights

01:13:05

Anas Yaghmour:

01:13:08

Alan Coligado: Thank you all.

01:13:09

Russell Johnstone:

Thanks everyone

01:13:09

Angelika Heurich:

Thanks everyone… great discussion as always

01:13:10

Anne Heard:

01:13:13

Elizabeth robinson:

01:13:15

John Linn:

Thank you

Cheers
Thank you

Thanks go well

01:13:17
Alistair McCulloch:
quality of the discussion!! :-)

Many thanks. You really have cheered me up with the

01:13:19

Graeme Tychsen:

Thanks all.

01:13:20

Marcus Adamson:

Thanks guys, another great chat!

01:13:21

Sue Masters:

01:13:23

Robynne Burchell:

01:13:24

Jay Wilson:

thanks, great discussion!

01:13:24

Janet Hunt:

Thanks!

01:13:27

Judith Hudson: thanks a bunch

01:13:33

Stephen Pritchard:

01:13:34

John Knox:

01:13:36

Colin Roberts: thanks

01:13:37

Bill Ronald:

01:13:38

jennifer manson:

01:13:39

Claire Bettington:

01:13:40
weeks!

Jo Barkworth: Thx so much for the chat, be interesting what it will be like in 2

01:13:44

NICOLA CARD:

01:13:51

Tony Simons:

Thanks for a great forum

01:13:54

Julie Grint:

Thanks

Thanks all
Thanlks again

Thank you all!

Thank YOU!!!

thanks guys!
Thankyou! :)
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